Abstract -We developed a new SCADA system for 500-kV substations. To apply existing LAN-based SCADA system for unmanned 275-kV or 77-kV substations, we had to develop three functions. Firstly, the new SCADA system enables that 500-kV substation is supervised and controlled from multiple operating sites. Secondly, the database of the new SCADA system can be downloaded the maintenance data from the SCADA system for 500-kV control center via an IP network. Finally, the new SCADA system has supervisory control capability for manned 500-kV substations. In this paper, we describe these functional over view of the new SCADA system. Currently, 500-kV substations are manned substations. And these substations are supervised and controlled by human operators on sites. Using the new SCADA system, 500-kV substations will be realized remote supervisory control from the 500-kV control center a few years later. Therefore, manned 500-kV substations will convert into unmanned substations.
Introduction
500-kV substations are key sites for operating the trunk transmission lines of core power system in the Kansai Electric Power Co., Inc. (hereinafter called "KEPCO"). Currently, most of KEPCO's 500-kV substations are supervised and controlled by human operators. KEPCO is planning to turn its 500-kV substations into unmanned sites that are remotely supervised and controlled from a SCADA system for 500-kV control center.
The planned 500-kV control center will comprise "three operating sites and two server sites", wherein 500-kV substations can be remotely supervised and controlled from a plurality of operating sites.
The conventional SCADA system for 500-kV substations began as a SCADA system using illuminated diagram switchboards, and then progressed into SCADA systems using a combination of illuminated diagram switchboards and supervisory control CPUs. On the other hand, a unique LAN-based SCADA system for 275-kV substations has been developed, and is capable of unmanned, remote control operations via an Ethernet system, which is a typical IP technique. Recently, KEPCO has expanded the scope of application of this LAN-based SCADA system to its 500-kV substations; in this way KEPCO has developed a new LAN-based SCADA system for 500-kV substations.
This newly-developed SCADA system will help convert existing manned 500-kV substations into unmanned substations, and realize remote supervisory control of unmanned 500-kV substations from SCADA systems for 500-kV control center.
Existing LAN-Based SCADA System for 275-KV Substations
KEPCO's existing LAN-based SCADA system for 275-kV substations was designed using Ethernet technology, and comprises network-capable telecontrol equipment (TC), Intelligent Direct Control equipment (IDC), and Remote Stations (RS). Fig. 1 shows the system configuration of existing SCADA systems for 275-kV substations. The functions of constituents in this system are briefly described below.
TC
The TC participates in remote supervisory control from a load-dispatching control center (LDCC) as an operation site, and adopts an IP system for communication with the LDCC system. KEPCO is currently operating a dedicated network for communication with the LDCC.
Using an IP system for this network allows for flexible accommodation of alterations to the operating site by altering the network and database (DB) settings. 
IDC
The IDC directly participates in supervisory control at each substation. It uses a display unit as the human interface; in this way, the operator can supervise and control the entire substation from the screen. Each unmanned substation is always supervised and controlled from the LDCC; the IDC is used when supervisory control from the LDCC is impossible because construction work for equipment in the substation is in progress, and the TC has failed.
RS
The RS converts status indication information (SV) outputs from power equipment and protective relays or analog information (TM) on the voltage and current from the dispatching system into digital information. The TC, IDC and RS are interconnected via local LAN while part of the network within the substation is a cable-free design.
Challenges for Applying LAN-Based SCADA Systems for 500-kV Substations
When expanding the scope of applicability of LANbased SCADA system for 275-kV substations to 500-kV substations, there are challenges to be addressed as to supervisory control capabilities at multiple sites; maintenance of the DB; and supervisory controls at manned substations. These challenges are described in detail below.
Supervisory control at multiple sites
The TC used for existing LAN-based SCADA systems for 275-kV substations is configured for one-to-one paired communication with any given operating site. Consequently, when supervising and controlling an unmanned substation from a multitude of operating sites, it was necessary for each unmanned substation to be equipped with TC and IDC. In other words, the TCs and IDCs were needed in quantities equivalent to the number of operating sites; consequently, the configuration of each substation was unavoidably complicated. shows DB maintenance work on an existing LANbased SCADA system for 275-kV substations.When power equipment is expanded, the equipment DB included in the SCADA system needs to be updated to accommodate the newly-installed equipment. The TC and IDC comprising the existing LAN-based SCADA system each have a uniquely-structured DB; consequently, each DB for these two components needs to be modified independently of the other. Further, the SCADA system for each operating site requires a procedure similar to that for substation DB maintenance. In addition, the DBs on the existing SCADA system for 275-kV substations, and the DB on the supervisory control system for each operating site, are redundantly maintained, leading to inefficient DB maintenance work.
Supervisory control capability with manned substations
When the illuminated diagram switchboards in 500-kV substations are replaced with LAN-based SCADA systems prior to system buildup at 500-kV control center, manned operation will be needed for several years. However, because the LAN-based SCADA system for 275-kV substations is designed for unmanned operation, this system cannot be operated without certain modifications. Consequently, particular functions will be needed to allow for manned operation. Typical manned operation-capable functions are described below:
(1) Software interlock
As LS cannot open or close load currents, it can be opened or closed only when the CB is open. Misoperation when this condition is not met can lead to personal accident, system failure, or damaged equipment. A function for preventing such problems is known as an interlock.
A software interlock is an interlock function implemented within the system; on the basis of the equipment status, such as open or closed, the software determines the conditions. A typical example of a software interlock is shown in Fig. 4. (2) Charging/interruption judgment So that the operator can easily judge the charging/ interruption state of the power system, this function detects the operating status of the voltage relay and the open/closed state of the switching equipment and indicates the results in a variety of colors accordingly on the system diagram shown on the display.
(3) Record
WH information and numerical information (P, Q, V, etc.) measured by the RS are collected and stored as hourly data. The saved data can be viewed on the screen of the supervisory control terminal, and can be read out as CSV data. Further, the saved data can be edited on a generalpurpose PC; examples of editing operations include the summing of monthly data.
(4) Status setup for online equipment
To be able to operate the SCADA system during procedures such as maintenance and inspection work with substation equipment, it is possible to designate a device whose information is excluded from the currently active SV information for equipment on-site. Typical functions are described below:
Equipment that checks for "OPEN" status 
・Setup for input exclusion
When a fault such as an RS fault has occurred, the SV information from the power equipments to the operating site can be lost; consequently, the open/closed status cannot be recognized, and difficulty in operations will result. If the faulty area is excluded from the subjects of data input, the data from the faulty area will be indicated in offline mode; consequently, the operator can match the open/closed status on the display with the actual state.
・Setup for SV masking
Switching tests during the inspection of equipment can trigger frequent status change flickers or warnings that are unnecessary for normal operation. Setting up an SV mask eliminates the need for status change processing, and unnecessary status change flickers or warnings are prevented.
・Setup for operation memos
Text data called "operation memos", consisting of information necessary for operation tasks and associated precautions, are superposed on the system diagram. Consequently, the operators can possess and utilize common knowledge to determine current situations during normal and emergency states.
New SCADA System for 500-kV Substations
To address the challenges described in Section 3 above, KEPCO has developed a substation server. This server enable that the existing LAN-Based SCADA system apply to the new LAN-Based SCADA system for 500-kV substations. This system is shown in Fig. 5 . Hitherto, the LAN-based SCADA system included TC and IDC. In This system is shown in Fig. 5 . Hitherto, the LAN-based SCADA system included TC and IDC. In contrast, to improve supervisory control from multiple operating sites and enhance maintenance efficiency, KEPCO has developed a substation server which is created a fusion of TC and IDC. Further, a supervisory control terminal connected to the substation server is responsible for direct supervisory control at the substations. The new system is similar to the existing system in that both systems have a LAN comprising RS. Typical features achieved for the substation servers are described below.
Supervisory control from multiple sites
To achieve supervisory control from multiple operating sites, the substation server is designed coordinate with four operating sites maximum. Fig. 6 summarizes the simultaneous operations of multiple equipments from multiple operating sites. Each substation server is implementing communications independent of the other servers assigned to the operating site. TM supervision at each operating site -a representative function -is described below. 
Substation server
The substation server supervises TM at the substation such as voltage and current, and if a particular reading exceeds the control value, the operator is warned of the fact. Fig. 7 shows an outline of the functions. Control values can vary from site to site. Consequently, each substation server retains the control setting values predetermined for the operating site, and notifies the operator of violations of each control value. The RSs divide the equipment installed in the substation into several blocks of a particular size determined by the circuit; consequently, the components in the substation are distributed to a multitude of RSs. Installation of multiple RSs in this way means that different RSs can be controlled at one time from a single operating site.
Adoption of virtual IP technology
The existing LAN -based SCADA system achieves redundancy by using both TC and IDC. Having unified these two devices, the substation server itself has to achieve redundancy.
To enable the substation server itself to achieve redundancy, the substation server is designed to be a duplex system where only one substation server is usually operated as the normally active server. In this arrangement, if the normally active server fails and cannot support operation of the substation server, then the other substation server automatically turns on the normally active server, takes over all the functions of the original normally active server and helps the sever continue normal operation.
With the existing SCADA system in the LDCC, the assigned substation has only one TC, and the SCADA system is configured under the assumption that the control system communicates with that one TC alone. In contrast, the substation server adopts a duplex system; consequently, when the substation server is used as a link with the SCADA system, and if switchover between the systems within the substation server occurs, the LDCC system needs to detect the event and accordingly switch to the backup system within the substation server.
To address this challenge, KEPCO has adopted virtual IP technology in the substation server. Fig. 8 shows the concept for applying the virtual IP technology. The virtual IP technology allows people on the network side to feel as if only one device is present even though a multitude of devices are physically present; consequently, like the conventional TC, the substation server can always remain communicating with the same counterpart.
Improved DB maintenance efficiency
The substation server downloads the DB for SCADA systems at the operating site to the substation sever via the IP network for power system operation in order to improve maintenance work common to a multitude of devices. Further, the substation server is capable of centralized DB management for a multitude of devices. Data for each operating site is monitored, and notices sent to the site whose present value has exceeded the control value. 
The SCADA System of LDCC
Determining which substation server is the normally active system is unnecessary-the server remains connected to same address.
When a substation server fails, automatic switchover to backup server occurs.
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Manned operation-capability
To be able to cope with manned operations at 500-kV substations, the substation server is equipped with a software interlock function, recording function, and online equipment states setup function as described in Section 3.3. In incorporating these functions into the substation server, KEPCO has diverted the functions of existing LDCCs that remotely supervise and control distribution substations in order to mitigate the burden on the operators through standardized operability, and to significantly reduce new software development so as to reduce costs.
Conclusion
Recently, the new LAN-based SCADA system for 500-kV substations has been developed by expanding the scope of existing LAN-based SCADA systems for 275-kV substations. And KANSAI has developed a substation server which is created a fusion of TC and IDC.
The new SCADA system for 500-kV substations will be installed for manned 500-kV substations in conjunction with construction for 500-kV control center. 500-kV control center will go into service a few years later. Then, The manned 500-kV substations of the KEPCO will convert into unmanned substations, and will be supervised and controlled remotely by 500-kV control center system.
